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OVERVIEW OF CLASS PROCEEDINGS IN CANADA 

 

1. This paper provides an overview of class proceedings in Canada, identifies key distinction 

between the American and Canadian approaches to class proceedings, and reviews recent 

trends in employment-related class proceedings.  

2. Most employment disputes, including most class proceedings,1 tend to be mostly litigated 

in provincial courts and under provincial laws. There are three main reasons for this: 

(a) The vast majority of employers and employees work in industries that are governed 

by provincial employment law. Less than one-tenth of Canadians work in federally 

regulated industries, such as banking, transportation, radio and television 

broadcasting, and telecommunication, which are subject to the Canada Labour 

Code (RSC 1985 c. L-2).2 

(b) The exclusive authority to make laws in relation to civil procedure rests with the 

provinces, under Canada’s Constitution,3 and as a result, there exists separate 

legislation in each of the ten provinces dealing with the rules of civil procedure for 

class proceedings.4 The three territories and all federal courts apply the Federal 

Courts Rules (SOR/98-106), part 5.1 of which deals with class proceedings. 

(c) Provincial superior courts have broad and inherent jurisdiction over matters of both 

provincial and federal law, while federal courts are creations of statute, and only 

have jurisdiction over federal legislation. Provincial superior courts are empowered 

 

1 This paper uses the term “class proceedings”, since it includes both “actions” and “applications”, which are two 
ways of pursuing class litigation in Canada. Actions are the ordinary procedure, however, applications may be used 
where a trial can be conducted without live testimony. 
2 Statistics Canada, Survey of Employees under Federal Jurisdiction (2022). 
3 Section 92.14 of the Constitution Act, 1867 (30 & 31 Vict, c 3) 
4 Alberta Class Proceedings Act, S.A. 2003, c. C-16.5, s. 2; Québec Civil Code of Procedure, CQLR, c. C-25, art. 
1002; New Brunswick Class Proceedings Act, R.S.N.B. 2011, c. 125, s. 3; British Columbia Class Proceedings Act, 
R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 50, s. 2; Manitoba Class Proceedings Act, C.C.S.M. c. C130, s. 1; Saskatchewan, The Class 
Actions Act, S.S. 2001, c. C-12.01, s. 2; Newfoundland and Labrador Class Actions Act, S.N.L. 2001, c. C-18.1, s. 2; 
Nova Scotia Class Proceedings Act, 2007, c. 28, s. 1; Ontario Class Proceedings Act, 1992, S.O. 1992 c. 6; Prince 
Edward Island Class Proceedings Act, R.S.P.E.I. 1988, c C-9.01; 
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to certify multi-jurisdictional class proceedings with a “national class” that includes 

extra-territorial class members.  

3. Similar to the United States, Canada is primarily a common law jurisdiction (except for 

Quebec, which follows civil law). However, a key difference is that Canada does not allow 

“at will” employment agreements; there is a common law presumption that, absent just 

cause (as defined under both the common law and provincial wage and hour legislation), 

employment agreements of an indefinite duration can only be terminated by providing 

reasonable notice. Employment agreements can rebut that common law presumption 

through clear and unequivocal language, but they cannot contract out of minimum 

standards entitlements under provincial statutes that require, amongst other things, notice 

of termination or pay in lieu of notice.5  

4. As a result, the most commonly litigated employment-related class proceedings in Canada 

are for claims for statutory entitlements under minimum standards legislation, in particular 

overtime and vacation pay,6 or in relation to mass terminations.7  

5. More recently, there are a number of “misclassification” class proceedings, in which 

representative plaintiffs alleged they were denied statutory entitlements under provincial 

or Federal wage and hour legislation available to employees by being wrongly classified 

as exempt employees or contractors.8  

6. In contrast, in the employment context, class proceedings are rarely litigated on issues 

related to human rights/discrimination, pay equity, and workers’ compensation 

claims, amongst others. This is because in several provinces including Ontario, there are 

 

5 Machtinger v. HOJ Industries Ltd., 1992 CanLII 102 
6 See for example Wicke v. Canadian Occidental Petroleum Ltd., 1998 CanLII 14863 (ON SC); Kumar v. Sharp 
Business Forms Inc., 2001 CanLII 28301 (ON SC); Fulawka v. Bank of Nova Scotia, 2010 ONSC 1148 and 2012 
ONCA 443; Fresco v. Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce, 2012 ONCA 444; McCracken v. Canadian National 
Railway Company, 2012 ONCA 445 
7 Webb v. K-Mart Canada Ltd., 1999 CanLII 15076; Isaacs v. Nortel Networks Corp., 2001 CanLII 28314; Kafka v. 
Allstate Insurance Company of Canada, 2011 ONSC 2305. 
8 Omarali v Just Energy, 2016 ONSC 4094; Sondhi v Deloitte, 2017 ONSC 2122; Navartnarajah v. FSB Group Ltd., 
2021 ONSC 5418; Heller v. Uber Technologies Inc., 2021 ONSC 5518; Davis v. Amazon Canada Fulfillment 
Services, ULC, 2023 ONSC 3665; Rosen v. BMO Nesbitt Burns Inc., 2013 ONSC 2144; Berg v Canadian Hockey 
League, 2017 ONSC 2608 

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1992/1992canlii102/1992canlii102.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=2959e611dd7d467ea56a9e4610754f33&searchId=2024-03-08T11:38:56:794/db148765ce86452397ba29da4f7fe26b&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAyTWFjaHRpbmdlciB2LiBIT0ogSW5kdXN0cmllcyBMdGQuLCAxOTkyIENhbkxJSSAxMDIAAAAAAQ
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/1998/1998canlii14863/1998canlii14863.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=be2ba0e61f35472db529848f90d79f17&searchId=2024-03-08T11:39:28:994/2051c4e89d714dd887ab60617c9118da&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQBGV2lja2Ugdi4gQ2FuYWRpYW4gT2NjaWRlbnRhbCBQZXRyb2xldW0gTHRkLiwgMTk5OCBDYW5MSUkgMTQ4NjMgKE9OIFNDKQAAAAAB
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2001/2001canlii28301/2001canlii28301.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=95b08c673bd64c15817fbcda44e07f42&searchId=2024-03-08T11:40:44:072/f59853117c6542a0bbb54207e68bba70&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAiS3VtYXIgdi4gU2hhcnAgQnVzaW5lc3MgRm9ybXMgSW5jLgAAAAAB
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2001/2001canlii28301/2001canlii28301.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=95b08c673bd64c15817fbcda44e07f42&searchId=2024-03-08T11:40:44:072/f59853117c6542a0bbb54207e68bba70&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAiS3VtYXIgdi4gU2hhcnAgQnVzaW5lc3MgRm9ybXMgSW5jLgAAAAAB
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2010/2010onsc1148/2010onsc1148.html?resultIndex=2&resultId=5fb236e7d2284cbcbf126270ca3c47ab&searchId=2024-03-08T11:41:04:654/6055c5df62ab4ce5b3c499ce5816ef68&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAeRnVsYXdrYSB2LiBCYW5rIG9mIE5vdmEgU2NvdGlhAAAAAAE
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onca/doc/2012/2012onca444/2012onca444.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=31238b5247d04f95a5f61c220d6f8d54&searchId=2024-03-08T11:41:44:269/425a2285f62f4f1493ba6bf71561d4b4&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAsRnJlc2NvIHYuIENhbmFkaWFuIEltcGVyaWFsIEJhbmsgb2YgQ29tbWVyY2UAAAAAAQ
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onca/doc/2012/2012onca445/2012onca445.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=983c116042ff472a8458d5fb1cd049e6&searchId=2024-03-08T11:42:05:108/691995a561a74c05ab43eb03f024bdbc&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAuTWNDcmFja2VuIHYuIENhbmFkaWFuIE5hdGlvbmFsIFJhaWx3YXkgQ29tcGFueQAAAAAB
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onca/doc/2012/2012onca445/2012onca445.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=983c116042ff472a8458d5fb1cd049e6&searchId=2024-03-08T11:42:05:108/691995a561a74c05ab43eb03f024bdbc&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAuTWNDcmFja2VuIHYuIENhbmFkaWFuIE5hdGlvbmFsIFJhaWx3YXkgQ29tcGFueQAAAAAB
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/1999/1999canlii15076/1999canlii15076.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=6f1554638c6045218469d9ce9fa324b2&searchId=2024-03-08T11:42:46:554/8066b7419c374dfdb3ff033078e3cf9f&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAbV2ViYiB2LiBLLU1hcnQgQ2FuYWRhIEx0ZC4gAAAAAAE
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2001/2001canlii28314/2001canlii28314.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=ccee4d8e30964229bd2a740255e110fd&searchId=2024-03-08T11:43:08:620/c78689ed25044a639de0c12192763c1d&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAeSXNhYWNzIHYuIE5vcnRlbCBOZXR3b3JrcyBDb3JwAAAAAAE
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2011/2011onsc2305/2011onsc2305.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=e1a143e1b81d4b4d8d0de69295ec2072&searchId=2024-03-08T11:43:53:387/eff9a06ce4e3494aadd5fe8d82154cc4&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAtS2Fma2Egdi4gQWxsc3RhdGUgSW5zdXJhbmNlIENvbXBhbnkgb2YgQ2FuYWRhAAAAAAE
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2011/2011onsc2305/2011onsc2305.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=e1a143e1b81d4b4d8d0de69295ec2072&searchId=2024-03-08T11:43:53:387/eff9a06ce4e3494aadd5fe8d82154cc4&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAtS2Fma2Egdi4gQWxsc3RhdGUgSW5zdXJhbmNlIENvbXBhbnkgb2YgQ2FuYWRhAAAAAAE
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2016/2016onsc4094/2016onsc4094.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=6e06d57c5c5c4af58c8283fdf48dd0b2&searchId=2024-03-08T11:44:43:491/8be73362124f48a8a79a2121ce722d2d&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAVT21hcmFsaSB2IEp1c3QgRW5lcmd5AAAAAAE
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2017/2017onsc2122/2017onsc2122.html?resultIndex=2&resultId=de654bf1510d4f7a9e945990a5435cd9&searchId=2024-03-08T11:45:00:620/4ab9659ac72f40c0881eea4cf42f7ae4&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQARU29uZGhpIHYgRGVsb2l0dGUAAAAAAQ
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2021/2021onsc5418/2021onsc5418.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=828c17f3dab9445fbd466715634a64d5&searchId=2024-03-08T11:45:26:392/d7d697287548485f89e9cf4c79a8f34b&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAfTmF2YXJ0bmFyYWphaCB2LiBGU0IgR3JvdXAgTHRkLgAAAAAB
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2021/2021onsc5518/2021onsc5518.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=d11c6b04d9d84cdcbaad5b7e0ab0c538&searchId=2024-03-08T11:46:00:097/16337d1018a94d5dae7896f8d1d23a97&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAmSGVsbGVyIHYuIFViZXIgVGVjaG5vbG9naWVzIEluYy4sIDIwMjEAAAAAAQ
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2023/2023onsc3665/2023onsc3665.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=01dda7f3e17b44f6a5aef3511777e472&searchId=2024-03-08T11:46:21:749/2954c9ee27fa4b09a08265c29ba239c7&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQA2RGF2aXMgdi4gQW1hem9uIENhbmFkYSBGdWxmaWxsbWVudCBTZXJ2aWNlcywgVUxDLCAyMDIzAAAAAAE
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2023/2023onsc3665/2023onsc3665.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=01dda7f3e17b44f6a5aef3511777e472&searchId=2024-03-08T11:46:21:749/2954c9ee27fa4b09a08265c29ba239c7&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQA2RGF2aXMgdi4gQW1hem9uIENhbmFkYSBGdWxmaWxsbWVudCBTZXJ2aWNlcywgVUxDLCAyMDIzAAAAAAE
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2013/2013onsc2144/2013onsc2144.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=6afdabc32eb64529a0a1777658472f9f&searchId=2024-03-08T11:46:40:764/b605f4ae7f264ab99743ceae2ccecd59&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAfUm9zZW4gdi4gQk1PIE5lc2JpdHQgQnVybnMgSW5jLgAAAAAB
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2017/2017onsc2608/2017onsc2608.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=f738f459b90640cf9ff0fcafbf0dfc5f&searchId=2024-03-08T11:46:59:487/648a0479abe24ef3a64a221071c4f459&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAdQmVyZyB2IENhbmFkaWFuIEhvY2tleSBMZWFndWUAAAAAAQ
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2017/2017onsc2608/2017onsc2608.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=f738f459b90640cf9ff0fcafbf0dfc5f&searchId=2024-03-08T11:46:59:487/648a0479abe24ef3a64a221071c4f459&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAdQmVyZyB2IENhbmFkaWFuIEhvY2tleSBMZWFndWUAAAAAAQ
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specialised tribunals with exclusive or concurrent jurisdiction to deal with these issues, and 

one of the requirements for certifying a class proceeding is that the class proceeding must 

be the preferable means for resolving the common issues in the action. Where there are 

other reasonably available means of resolving claims, it is difficult to show that a class 

proceeding the preferable means.9 With discrimination claims in particular, in the absence 

of systemic policies, it is often difficult to show that there is sufficient commonality. 

7. The rules for class proceedings are broadly similar across Canada’s provinces and 

territories, and for the sake of convenience, this paper primarily refers to the provisions of 

Ontario Class Proceedings Act, which is by far the largest province by population, although 

where notable differences exist across provinces, those are highlighted as well.  

8. In general, Canadian jurisprudence recognizes that class proceedings provide three 

important advantages over a multiplicity of individual suits:10  

(a) First, by aggregating similar individual actions, class proceedings serve judicial 

economy by avoiding unnecessary duplication in fact-finding and legal analysis.   

(b) Second, by distributing fixed litigation costs amongst a large number of class 

members, class proceedings improve access to justice; 

(c) Third, class proceedings encourage actual and potential wrongdoers to modify their 

behaviour to take full account of the harm they are causing, or might cause, to the 

public. 

9. While these objectives are not explicitly incorporated into the test for certifications, they 

are routinely referred to by Courts to assist legal analysis, and in general, a positive view 

of class proceedings has historically created a relatively low threshold for certification that 

allowed class proceedings to proliferate widely. 

 

9 Hollick v. Toronto (City), 2001 SCC 68, [2001] 3 S.C.R. 158, at para. 31 
10 Ontario Law Reform Commission, Report on Class Actions (1982), vol. I, at pp. 117-45; Ministry of the Attorney 
General, Report of the Attorney General’s Advisory Committee on Class Action Reform (February 1990), at pp. 16-
18; Western Canadian Shopping Centres Inc. v. Dutton, [2001] 2 S.C.R. 534, 2001 SCC 46 at paras. 27-29.  

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2001/2001scc68/2001scc68.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=7742e1bede0b4c77b50dec50c9b571e0&searchId=2024-03-08T11:47:23:405/927635f109894a1ebed006e3d2ee90d8&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAZSG9sbGljayB2LiBUb3JvbnRvIChDaXR5KQAAAAAB
https://canlii.ca/t/51zq#par31
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2001/2001scc46/2001scc46.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=d7d25b6776924822bb2c3967195b2962&searchId=2024-03-08T11:48:19:277/8ba51406f74341289b92134627a29285&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAwV2VzdGVybiBDYW5hZGlhbiBTaG9wcGluZyBDZW50cmVzIEluYy4gdi4gRHV0dG9uAAAAAAE
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10. It is a common feature that class proceedings legislations in Canada do not create new 

causes of action, but rather they lay down the rules for the certification, conduct and 

outcomes of class proceedings. In Canada, class proceedings generally have three stages: 

(a) Certification – where the Court determines whether the proceeding ought to 

proceed as a class; 

(b) Common issues trials – where common issues that were certified are resolved 

either through a common issues trial or other means; and 

(c) Individual issues – if necessary, to determine the entitlement of individual class 

members to relief, including by individual issues trials. 

11. Each of these three stages is described in further detail below. 

(a) Certification 

12. A class proceeding is commenced like any other civil lawsuit, by a serving and filing a 

statement of claim or a notice of application (in Ontario) or by a notice of civil claim, 

petition, or requisition (in British Columbia).11  

13. In Ontario, a proceeding must expressly indicate that it is commenced under the Ontario 

Class Proceedings Act, and even so, it requires certification to move forward as a class 

proceeding. In other provinces, a proceeding is not considered a class proceeding until it 

has been certified as a class proceeding by the provincial court.  

14. Either party can move for an order for certification, although it is almost always  the 

plaintiff who brings the motion.  

15. The criteria for certification, under section 6 of the Ontario Class Proceedings Act, are as 

follows: 

(a) the pleadings or the notice of application discloses a cause of action; 

 

11 British Columbia Supreme Court Civil Rules, B.C. Reg. 168/2009, r. 2-1. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/bc/laws/regu/bc-reg-168-2009/latest/bc-reg-168-2009.html
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(b) there is an identifiable class of two or more persons that would be represented by 

the representative plaintiff or defendant; 

(c) the claims or defences of the class members raise common issues; 

(d) a class proceeding would be the preferable procedure for the resolution of the 

common issues; and 

(e) there is a representative plaintiff or defendant who, 

(i) would fairly and adequately represent the interests of the class, 

(ii) has produced a plan for the proceeding that sets out a workable method of 

advancing the proceeding on behalf of the class and of notifying class 

members of the proceeding, and 

(iii) does not have, on the common issues for the class, an interest in conflict 

with the interests of other class members. 

16. Other provincial legislations have similar certification criteria, although some differences 

exist in their wording. In Quebec, this step is called “authorization” and the rules are 

somewhat different, as the request proceeds assuming the facts alleged to be true, and does 

not require any affidavit evidence in support of the application. The defendant may file 

responding affidavits or cross-examine the plaintiff, but the plaintiff only needs to show 

they have an arguable case.  

17. Generally speaking, certification in Canada tends to be a lower bar than in the United 

States. As a result, class proceedings have become increasingly common, including as a 

means of resolving employment-related disputes, raising an increasing array of complex 

issues, such as directors’ liability, and common employer claims against multiple 

defendants.12 

 

12 Berg v Canadian Hockey League, 2017 ONSC 2608 

https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2017/2017onsc2608/2017onsc2608.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=4e0358cca5dc4292889594da88d041c4&searchId=2024-03-08T11:49:37:575/f32b30d50ab041dea9b189a9a91f34c8&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAdQmVyZyB2IENhbmFkaWFuIEhvY2tleSBMZWFndWUAAAAAAQ
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18. In some situations, class proceedings have continued to proliferate despite judicial efforts. 

Take for example, misclassification class proceedings. Ontario courts have limited 

certification of such cases to two situations:13  

(a) where there is class-wide job function similarity; and  

(b) where the common issues were focused on the systemic nature of the defendant 

company’s policies. 

19. Where courts are compelled to ask in a misclassification case whether a class member is 

an employee, or if the case is focused on individual class members’ entitlements, courts 

have generally refused to certify them since they “collapse under the weight of an ‘it 

depends’ reality”.14 Despite this, as a judge recently observed, “class actions alleging the 

misclassification of employees as independent contractors are increasing”,15 adding strain 

to an over-burdened judicial system. As a result, legislators and judges have been 

challenged to raise the threshold of certification. 

20. A motion for certification, if it succeeds, results in an order that names a representative 

plaintiff or plaintiffs, defines the class, the common issues, the claims, defences and reliefs, 

and includes a workable plan.16 Over the years, some of these requirements have been 

relaxed by courts, a practice best illustrated by the low standard of “appropriate” applied 

for a litigation plan.  

21. Most provinces apply an opt-out model, but British Columbia, Newfoundland and New 

Brunswick apply a hybrid opt-in/opt-out model dependent on the residence of the class 

member.  

 

13 McCracken v. Canadian National Railway Company, 2012 ONCA 445 
14 Omarali v Just Energy, 2016 ONSC 4094 (CanLII), at para 3 
15 Sondhi v Deloitte, 2017 ONSC 2122 (CanLII), at para 24 
16 Section 8, Ontario CPA. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onca/doc/2012/2012onca445/2012onca445.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=bddd2134150d48ff92c37f55bcfd95e3&searchId=2024-03-08T11:49:56:148/e5b24295000645558b4fa46cace74751&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAuTWNDcmFja2VuIHYuIENhbmFkaWFuIE5hdGlvbmFsIFJhaWx3YXkgQ29tcGFueQAAAAAB
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2016/2016onsc4094/2016onsc4094.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=aeaa4306cff847548956a9b63693efaf&searchId=2024-03-08T11:50:13:706/4ab2cff714d247eaaefc84a1f0a0a03a&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAVT21hcmFsaSB2IEp1c3QgRW5lcmd5AAAAAAE
https://canlii.ca/t/gsp36#par3
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2017/2017onsc2122/2017onsc2122.html?resultIndex=2&resultId=f5daa782e5aa4320b8f4f53616c78a81&searchId=2024-03-08T11:50:43:682/3f1648d38b0e4bdcbb2603da7298cad2&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQARU29uZGhpIHYgRGVsb2l0dGUAAAAAAQ
https://canlii.ca/t/h36jr#par24
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22. Ordinarily, respondents tend to wait until certification to file a statement of defence, 

although some members of the judiciary insist on pleadings being fully exchanged before 

the argument of the certification motion.17  

23. While discovery normally takes place after certification, in some cases, courts may allow 

motions for production of documents prior to certification, if it is shown by the moving 

party that production is necessary to inform issues relevant on certification.18  

(b) Common Issues trial 

Following certification and the close of pleadings, the class proceeding moves forward 

with documentary and oral discovery, pre-trial motions, exchange of expert reports, 

following which,  common issues are usually determined through a trial or summary 

judgment motion, where the normal rules of civil procedure apply. Unlike in the United 

States, most class proceedings in Canada are not heard by a jury, but are tried before a 

judge alone. 

(c) Individual Issues 

24. Once common issues have been determined, courts determine how to address individual 

issues, liability and damages, and judges exercise considerable discretion in deciding 

whether to do so through further hearings, mediation or any other manner.19  

25. Where the issue of monetary relief can be determined without individual assessments, 

aggregate assessments are available, as a form of “rough justice”.20 In a class proceeding 

involving employee claims for vacation pay and statutory holiday pay, an Ontario court 

found a reasonable likelihood that the conditions for an aggregate assessment would be 

satisfied at a common issues trial.21   

 

17 Pennyfeather v Timminco Limited, 2011 ONSC 4257 (S.C.J.), (Perrell J.) at para. 9. 
18 Mancinelli v Royal Bank of Canada, 2017 ONSC 87, at para 41; Davidson v. T.E.S. Contract Services Inc., 2024 
ONSC 1044, at para 20; Mentor Worldwide LLC v Bosco, 2023 BCCA 127. 
19 Section 26.2, Ontario Class Proceedings Act. 
20 Section 24, Ontario Class Proceedings Act; Markson v. MBNA Canada Bank, 2007 ONCA 334; Ramdath v George 
Brown College, 2014 ONSC 3066 
21 Singh v. RBC Insurance Agency Ltd., 2023 ONSC 1439, at para 179 

https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2011/2011onsc4257/2011onsc4257.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=856e19b47d2843589baad0179028cc03&searchId=2024-03-08T11:51:18:580/6632c91a5aa84ed7be8378c88877643c&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAfUGVubnlmZWF0aGVyIHYgVGltbWluY28gTGltaXRlZAAAAAAB
https://canlii.ca/t/fmb7c#par9
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2017/2017onsc87/2017onsc87.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=5060f9dc26124240a4fba5b7fe3c5cd2&searchId=2024-03-08T11:52:10:375/4a0544233dc1465da16f01f57cfe1e0f&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAvTWFuY2luZWxsaSB2IFJveWFsIEJhbmsgb2YgQ2FuYWRhLCAyMDE3IE9OU0MgODcAAAAAAQ
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2024/2024onsc1044/2024onsc1044.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=0be0609edd51418fb8c6f7b13a02e469&searchId=2024-03-08T11:52:36:843/c4c87c0dba9b4215bc97e22000a54def&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAwRGF2aWRzb24gdi4gVC5FLlMuIENvbnRyYWN0IFNlcnZpY2VzIEluYy4sIDIwMjQgAAAAAAE
https://canlii.ca/t/k2wsx#par20
https://www.canlii.org/en/bc/bcca/doc/2023/2023bcca127/2023bcca127.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=95a5ba40912647e8af7f17c8ccb6bb33&searchId=2024-03-08T11:53:13:277/b4d6d980ccbb4cbd84c940f313891b00&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAcTWVudG9yIFdvcmxkd2lkZSBMTEMgdiBCb3NjbwAAAAAB
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onca/doc/2007/2007onca334/2007onca334.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=4c232a6322fa423aa92abbcdebefdb14&searchId=2024-03-08T11:58:30:815/7ebca04656e3472f9116af097cf61d07&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAbTWFya3NvbiB2LiBNQk5BIENhbmFkYSBCYW5rAAAAAAE
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2014/2014onsc3066/2014onsc3066.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=69606e115f6442d08b24e617852edd2b&searchId=2024-03-08T11:59:37:744/703748897dee46e7b691d700a5d21005&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAuUmFtZGF0aCB2IEdlb3JnZSBCcm93biBDb2xsZWdlLCAyMDE0IE9OU0MgMzA2NgAAAAAB
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2014/2014onsc3066/2014onsc3066.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=69606e115f6442d08b24e617852edd2b&searchId=2024-03-08T11:59:37:744/703748897dee46e7b691d700a5d21005&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAuUmFtZGF0aCB2IEdlb3JnZSBCcm93biBDb2xsZWdlLCAyMDE0IE9OU0MgMzA2NgAAAAAB
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2023/2023onsc1439/2023onsc1439.html?resultIndex=3&resultId=f8b09d07cd17461792950ea9dd698189&searchId=2024-03-08T11:59:56:132/766aa1ba92844e6c91b067ea0216fe9a&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAhU2luZ2ggdi4gUkJDIEluc3VyYW5jZSBBZ2VuY3kgTHRkAAAAAAE
https://canlii.ca/t/jvwjt#par179
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26. In all provinces, costs are awarded to the successful party, except in British Columbia, 

Manitoba and Newfoundland (unless the action is vexatious, frivolous, or abusive). The 

amounts awarded in costs can very considerably from province to province. In Ontario, a 

party could recover most or all of its costs depending on the level of success they 

achieved,22 whereas in provinces, such as New Brunswick, the cost awarded are often a 

fraction of the expended costs, regardless of the success of the parties. 

27. Having reviewed some provincial features of Canadian laws related to class proceedings, 

we can now review certain key distinctions with the United States, where there has 

generally tended to be a higher threshold for certification.  

KEY DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN THE AMERICAN AND CANADIAN APPROACHES 

28. It is not a coincidence that there are some similarities between Canadian and American 

rules laws relating to class proceedings. Historically, Canadian class proceeding 

legislations were based on Rule 23 of the US Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and include 

the following key similarities:23 

(a) each claim is based on a separate contract;  

(b) class members seek resolution of both common and individual issues;  

(c) not all members of the class can be identified;  

(d) each class member’s damages require individual assessment;  

(e) there is no predefined fund for the payment of a judgment;  

(f) class members seek different remedies; and  

(g) classes include sub-classes with separate common issues.  

 

22 Pearson v. Inco Ltd., 2006 CanLII 7666 (ON CA) at para. 13; Delorme v. Allstate Insurance Company of Canada, 
2023 ONSC 4271, at para 27 
23 Walker, Janet, "Class Proceedings in Canada - Report for the 18th Congress of the International Academy of 
Comparative Law" (2010). Paper 41. http://digitalcommons.osgoode.yorku.ca/all_papers/41 (Retrieved February 27, 
2024). 

https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onca/doc/2006/2006canlii7666/2006canlii7666.html?resultIndex=2&resultId=f5858437de204f77abe9e2985469e5fe&searchId=2024-03-08T12:03:40:655/809769a554cf4199b4450069232c7196&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAUUGVhcnNvbiB2LiBJbmNvIEx0ZC4AAAAAAQ
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onca/doc/2006/2006canlii7666/2006canlii7666.html?resultIndex=2&resultId=f5858437de204f77abe9e2985469e5fe&searchId=2024-03-08T12:03:40:655/809769a554cf4199b4450069232c7196&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAUUGVhcnNvbiB2LiBJbmNvIEx0ZC4AAAAAAQ
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2023/2023onsc4271/2023onsc4271.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=79f890b0e46c4a409ffcbd4657137e14&searchId=2024-03-08T12:04:28:059/5509e710f4544ade898ee7bff8b0f1ad&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAvRGVsb3JtZSB2LiBBbGxzdGF0ZSBJbnN1cmFuY2UgQ29tcGFueSBvZiBDYW5hZGEAAAAAAQ
https://canlii.ca/t/jzcq3#par27
http://digitalcommons.osgoode.yorku.ca/all_papers/41
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29. Some key differences between the two modes are illustrated by section 6 of the Ontario 

Class Proceedings Act, which states that the following features do not prevent a case from 

being certified as a class proceeding: 

(a) The relief claimed includes a claim for damages that would require individual 

assessment after determination of the common issues; 

(b) The relief claimed relates to separate contracts involving different class members; 

(c) Different remedies are sought for different class members;  

(d) The number of class members or the identity of each class member is not known; 

or 

(e) The class includes a subclass whose members have claims or defences that raise 

common issues not shared by all class members.24 

30. A key difference at the certification stage, is that the evidentiary standard applied in 

Ontario and much of the rest of Canada, is “some basis in fact”, which does not require 

resolving conflicting facts and evidence, and is a lower standard than the American 

approach of making factual determinations at the certification stage on “a preponderance 

of the evidence”.25 Canadian courts have taken the view that they are “ill-equipped to 

resolve conflicts in the evidence or to engage in the finely calibrated assessments of 

evidentiary weight” at the certification stage.26 A lower evidentiary standard contributes to  

a lower threshold for certification in Canada.  

31. Another key difference is that until recently, there was generally no requirement in Canada 

that common issues “predominate” over issues affecting individual members.27 Where 

individual issues overwhelm common ones, a class proceeding is not considered the 

“preferable” method for resolving the claim, but there was no requirement to show 

 

24 Ibid. 
25 Pro‑Sys Consultants Ltd. v. Microsoft Corporation, 2013 SCC 57 (CanLII), [2013] 3 SCR 477, at para 102 
26 Cloud v. Canada (Attorney General), 2004 CanLII 45444 (ON CA), at para 50 
27 Banman v. Ontario, 2023 ONSC 6187 (CanLII), at paras. 185 and 317 

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2013/2013scc57/2013scc57.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=99b2d5c644c84a7c8b6b5b2b4ae4a2ac&searchId=2024-03-08T12:06:00:057/4666fe894dcd4f82966e20ab27cb1122&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAzUHJv4oCRU3lzIENvbnN1bHRhbnRzIEx0ZC4gdi4gTWljcm9zb2Z0IENvcnBvcmF0aW9uAAAAAAE
https://canlii.ca/t/g1nz6#par102
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onca/doc/2004/2004canlii45444/2004canlii45444.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=0ab5b8e971934115ae95b58631bfdb24&searchId=2024-03-08T12:06:50:644/d6ce7b12884543b698df595f908cf238&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAiQ2xvdWQgdi4gQ2FuYWRhIChBdHRvcm5leSBHZW5lcmFsKQAAAAAB
https://canlii.ca/t/1jd1b#par50
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2023/2023onsc6187/2023onsc6187.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=d28ecb9cb8504919b1c67d71af84a24e&searchId=2024-03-08T12:07:20:410/b798ae95285a423cb797f6b21d86b484&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQARQmFubWFuIHYuIE9udGFyaW8AAAAAAQ
https://canlii.ca/t/k0wmc#par185
https://canlii.ca/t/k0wmc#par317
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“predomination”, as in the Untied States.28 However, as discussed in further detail below, 

recent amendments in Ontario have brought that factor into consideration.29 

32. One final important difference is that Canadian Federal Courts do not have the power of 

US Federal Courts to coordinate and case manage multi-jurisdictional proceedings 

relating to the same subject matter, which allows for several individual cases to run in 

parallel. Instead, such claims are brough as class proceedings in Canada. Since 2018, it has 

been possible to certify a national class proceeding in British Columbia on an opt-out basis, 

making it an attractive jurisdiction for plaintiffs. In Alberta, British Columbia, Ontario and 

Saskatchewan, a party may bring a motion asking to stay an action where there is an 

overlapping class proceeding in another province. Due to the new amendments in Ontario, 

at certification, the court is required to consider whether there is another class proceeding 

pending in another province involving the same subject matter and, if so, to determine 

whether it would be preferable for some or all of the claims in the Ontario action to be 

resolved in another proceeding. 

33. Overall, Canadian legislation and courts have historically provided a lower threshold for 

certification than  in the United States for certification and this has resulted in an increasing 

number of class proceedings being brought and certified, particularly in British Columbia, 

Ontario and Quebec. However, more recently, courts have also responded by trying to 

raising the threshold for certification through a variety of approaches,  as discussed below. 

EMERGING ISSUES IN CANADIAN CLASS PROCEEDINGS 

34. In recent years, Canadian provinces have sought to address the proliferation of class 

proceedings. In Ontario, amendments to the Class Proceedings Act, came into effect in 

October 2020,30 and now require that: (i) the proposed class proceeding be a superior means 

of determining the rights or entitlement of the class members, as compared with, inter alia, 

any quasi-judicial or administrative proceedings; and, (ii) that questions of fact or law 

 

28 Hollick v Toronto (City), 2001 SCC 68 (CanLII), [2001] 3 SCR 158 at paras. 28 – 31; Rumley v British Columbia, 
[2001] 3 S.C.R. 184, at para. 35 
29 Smarter and Stronger Justice Act, 2020, S.O. 2020, c. 11 - Bill 161  
30 Smarter and Stronger Justice Act, 2020, S.O. 2020, c. 11 - Bill 161  

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2001/2001scc68/2001scc68.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=f63435d78af24250af4f2e035a99e187&searchId=2024-03-08T12:08:28:752/31564cfc04d747389697828e37ba0e95&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAYSG9sbGljayB2IFRvcm9udG8gKENpdHkpAAAAAAE
https://canlii.ca/t/51zq#par28
https://canlii.ca/t/51zq#par31
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2001/2001scc69/2001scc69.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=214264a2ab5b4931b279b37430881fe2&searchId=2024-03-08T12:10:40:262/00a03e77797649aeace629277c6a969c&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAZUnVtbGV5IHYgQnJpdGlzaCBDb2x1bWJpYQAAAAAB
https://canlii.ca/t/51zs#par35
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common to the class members predominate over the individual issues. These amendments 

have brought Ontario law closer in line with the American model, and is likely to increase 

the threshold for certification and more and more class proceedings being launched in 

provinces like British Columbia. 

35. The judiciary has also done its part to raise the threshold for certification, as seen from the 

following decisions: 

(a) The “preferability” analysis has been interpreted more strictly. In Banman v 

Ontario (2023 ONSC 6187) (Perrell J.), the Ontario Superior Court interpreted the 

new amendments to section 5(1.1) of the CPA, holding that a proposed class 

proceeding “must” be superlative to the alternatives to satisfy the preferable 

procedure criterion, and common issues “must” predominate as a whole over 

individual issues. Common issues will not predominate when they will necessarily 

break down into individual issues, and that common issues should not only be 

common when cast at the most general level. A class proceeding will not be 

preferable if at the end of the day, claimants would face the same economic and 

practical hurdles they faced at the outset of the proposed class proceeding.  

(b) The increasing application of the preferability analysis is highlighted by the recent 

decision in Navartnarajah v FSB Group Ltd., 2023 ONSC 2574, in which the Court 

decertified a class proceeding 95% of the class members had decided to opt out of 

the process, on the basis that a class proceeding was no longer preferable over an 

ordinary civil proceeding.  

(c) There are limits being imposed on multi-jurisdictional proceedings. Recently, the 

Alberta Court of the King’s Bench refused to certify a misclassification class 

proceeding on a national basis, but limited it to the province of Alberta.31 The Court 

held that while there are high-level similarities in employment legislation there is 

still variation, such as how an employer or employee is defined. Further, there are 

different administrative regimes in different provinces, which may provide a 

 

31 Virani v Uber Portier Canada Inc, 2023 ABKB 240 

https://www.canlii.org/en/ab/abkb/doc/2023/2023abkb240/2023abkb240.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=2bc760de8053423eace7a21558eedfe4&searchId=2024-03-08T12:12:39:862/400dbf33fea043618c36c8d078bcf7d6&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAgVmlyYW5pIHYgVWJlciBQb3J0aWVyIENhbmFkYSBJbmMAAAAAAQ
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preferred remedy for proposed class members in those provinces. Therefore, a 

multi-jurisdictional class proceeding was not the preferred procedure.  

(d) There is stricter scrutiny of the cause of action. In Gebien v Apotex, 2023 ONSC 

6792, a proposed class proceeding against the manufacturers and distributors of 

opioids, found it was plain and obvious that no reasonable causes of action were 

raised against a group of distributor defendants pursuant to section 5(1)(a) of the 

CPA due to a lack of material facts pleaded connecting the distributor defendants 

to the plaintiff’s allegations. The court also found the plaintiff had no legally viable 

common design claim that would ground joint and several liability of the 

defendants, but ultimately held the plaintiff could advance a claim as against 14 

groups of manufacturer defendants with a representative plaintiff joined for each of 

these groups, asserting certain statutory and negligence claims, which would satisfy 

the cause of action criterion (if properly pleaded).32 

36. Overall, legislators and judges in Ontario have sought to “raise the threshold, heighten the 

barrier or make more rigorous the challenge” of certifying a class proceeding, with an 

emphasis on the preferability criterion.33 It is expected that these amendments and 

decisions will assist employers in challenging class proceedings at certification, it remains 

to be seen how much they address the proliferation of class proceedings in Canada.  

CONCLUSION 

37. The Canadian class proceedings landscape is dynamic and rapidly evolving. As more 

plaintiffs start taking advantage of the availability of class proceedings as an avenue, in 

particular for employment-related claims, courts will be challenged to heighten the barrier 

for certification while ensuring class proceedings promote judicial economy, result in 

behaviour modification, and increase access to justice. 

 

32 See also Lewis v Uber Canada Inc, 2023 ONSC 6190 
33 Banman v Ontario, 2023 ONSC 6187, at para. 317 

https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2023/2023onsc6190/2023onsc6190.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=824bf476e011466e810e0593ba14aa74&searchId=2024-03-08T12:13:39:809/d19438750fdc4587b4ee35208e35fef4&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAnTGV3aXMgdiBVYmVyIENhbmFkYSBJbmMsIDIwMjMgT05TQyA2MTkwAAAAAAE
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2023/2023onsc6187/2023onsc6187.html?resultIndex=1&resultId=1bd8f3bd600e4b0eaea5bb58e2f3833e&searchId=2024-03-08T12:14:09:643/a60a0c2196c94cdaa26429ff238dc1ac&searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAQQmFubWFuIHYgT250YXJpbwAAAAAB
https://canlii.ca/t/k0wmc#par317
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